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Is there headroom for scaling vision models?



Balancing model scaling and vision/text proportions

Chen et. al.: PaLI: A Jointly-Scaled Multilingual Language-Image Model, ICLR 2023

mT5-L + ViT-G mT5-XXL + ViT-G mT5-XXL + ViT-e

+12B param +2B param

+3.1 points +3.2 points

Vision transformer 

Text encoder - decoder

https://openreview.net/forum?id=Bygh9j09KX


Stability: Numerical troubles (8B case)

Hit instabilities past ~8B params. The problem: uncontrolled attention logit growth.



QK Normalization prevents divergence.

Stability: The remedy
Query LayerNorm Key LayerNorm



QK Normalization prevents divergence.

Stability: The remedy

Also helps at smaller scales, partly due to 
enabling larger learning rates



● Parallel layers (like PaLM)

● No biases on QKV & LN

Speed: Modeling changes

Chowdhery et. al. PaLM: Scaling Language Modeling with Pathways

https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.02311


● Optimized Scenic 
implementation using jax.xmap

○ Async compute and 
communication

○ Customized for 
Transformer blocks

● 1150 tokens/sec/core.  54.9% 
MFU

○ c.f. PaLM: 46.2%, 
ViT-e: 44.0%

Speed: Parallelism implementation details

Wang et. al.: Overlap communication with dependent computation via decomposition in large deep learning models
Chowdhery et. al.: PaLM: Scaling Language Modeling with Pathways
Chen et. al.: PaLI: A Jointly-Scaled Multilingual Language-Image Model (ViT-e)

https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3567955.3567959
https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.02311
https://openreview.net/forum?id=Bygh9j09KX


Evaluation

Linear eval
Excellent, especially on OOD, almost matches fine-tuning (89.5% 
ImageNet @224x224)

Classification / OOD
ImageNet saturating, significant improvements on OOD evaluations

Video
Competitive results using per-frame representations (88% Kinetics 
400)

Contrastive zero-shot
Outperforms ViT-e/g, a bit worse than SOTA on ImageNet, but better 
OOD (87.6% ObjectNet)

Fairness
Favorable trade-off between demographic parity bias & 
performance

Human alignment
Highest ever recorded shape bias of artificial NN (close to humans)

Calibration
Surprisingly, better calibrated than smaller equivalents (as well as 
more accuracy)

Reliability (PLEX)
Gains on all metrics

Dense prediction
Competitive (not SOTA) with frozen tower on semantic segmentation, 
monocular depth estimation

Distillation
New SOTA at smaller sizes. (ImageNet: 88.1% w/ B/16;  89.3% w/ L/16).



● Humans are at 96% shape / 4% 
texture bias

● ViT-22B-384 is at 87% shape 
bias / 13% texture bias

● Other models: 20–30% shape 
bias / 70–80% texture bias

Alignment to human visual perception

Geirhos et al.: ImageNet-trained CNNs are biased towards texture; increasing shape bias improves accuracy and robustness. ICLR 
2019

https://openreview.net/forum?id=Bygh9j09KX


● Frozen representations approach 
full fine-tuning numbers

● Training of high-res fine-tuning of 
ViT-e is more expensive than 
training frozen feature extractor 
of ViT-22B

ViT-22B as frozen feature extractor



Distilled ViT-22B to ViT-B and ViT-L achieve SOTA (for that size)

Image resolution: 384x384

ViT-L is 71x smaller 
(1.39%)

ViT-B is 255x smaller 
(0.39%)



Sub-group fairness

● All subgroups benefit from scale
● Subgroup disparity tends to decrease
● ViT-22B performs better at any level of 

demographic parity (after debiasing)



ViT-22B in the wild



https://ai.googleblog.com/2023/03/scaling-vision-transformers-to-22.html


Thanks for listening!


